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the best linux downloader is by far transmission. this is one of the best torrent downloaders for any
operating system out there. this is a great piece of software that has a little learning curve but once

you get over that it is a joy to use. it has the ability to split and resume files into pieces
automatically, download parts of the file as fast as the bandwidth allows and has a really nifty

feature where it allows the user to set download rates for different peers. transmission also does not
have any of the limitations that internet download manager has. kget is a kde app that lets you
download torrents and it also lets you edit the torrents which is really handy. while it is not as
powerful as transmission, it is still a great piece of software and is easy to use. kget has some

interesting features like download limits, post download scripts, upload limits, scheduling,
background downloads and even malware protection. i really like that kget does not try to replace

your browser in terms of downloading data. kget is also very fast and reliable. i use it for all my
torrent downloads. pomodoro is a free download manager for linux that has a bunch of features
including schedulers, resume support, download limits and more. pomodoro is a good download

manager for linux. if you have downloaded a lot of torrents using a download manager like
transmission, then you will find it to be a good replacement for that purpose. pomodoro is relatively
fast and lightweight. windows 8 pre xtreme edition has already received a big thumbs up from the
users. most of the users are satisfied with the performance and usability of the software while few

are still facing some difficulties with the software. one of the major problems that users are facing is
the less responsive search for videos. even if they have a search tool and hotkey to perform a

search, it takes time to perform the search. this is one of the major drawbacks of the tool.
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